Abstract
Introduction
In the last decade, text categorization (TC) attracted many machine researchers [1][6] [7] . Machine learning methods such as Naive bayes based method [4] [9], and S V M based text classification method have been done to classify text documents, These methods learn labeled text documents and then construct a classifier. A new coming text document can be estimated to find category it belongs to. However, the ctassifier built by these methods does not give any explanations for each category. So end users know that a new coming text document is distributed to a category, but they do not know why. They do not know the types of keywords that played roles in classification. In our method, several keyword combinations are used to describe every category. For example, a category that includes IT documents can be described as "Information and Computer or information and technology". That is, if a text document includes keywords "information" and "Computer", this document should belong to IT category.
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A text document including "information and technology" belongs to IT category as well. End users can use keyword combinations as a concept to describe each category.
There are many concept learning algorithms proposed. ID3 [ 101 and CN2 [2] are classical algorithms for concept teaming. In this paper, we propose a robust algorithm that induces concepts from training examples, which is based on enumeration of all possible keyword combinations. However, the number of keywords are usually very large, the number of their combination increases exponentially in the number of keywords. To reduce the number, we introduce pruning power and propose a robust enumeration-based concept learning algorithm.
Concept learning of text document can be viewed as the problem of acquiring the definition of a general category from given labeled text documents. In general, documents consist of vast number of keywords. If each keyword is represented as an axis in a dimensional space, a text document corresponds to a data point in the dimensional space. The documents of a category are represented in a subspace of the dimensionality. Concept learning tries to find the subspaces and describes them as rules.
English text documents usually consist of more than several thousand words. Except some stop words such as "a", "the" and etc., most words can be keywords in TC. The built keyword-vector space becomes very sparse. But most documents have only a very small keywords subset included. It is because one document usually is written in one topic. Different topic documents use different set of words. For example, chemical words usually do not appear in IT documents in high frequency. In our experiments, after preprocessing, we selected about 600 keywords, but the average number of keywords appeared in one document is only about 30.
To constitute subspace of categories, it is the naive method that enumerates all possible keyword combinations. One keyword combination represents one subspace. By checking every subspace whether all documents of a category are covered or not, we can find the "best" subspace to describe the category. If the number of keywords is n, the number of keywords in combination can be from 1-keyword to n-keywords. For example, in a 2-keywords combination ("computer = Yes" and "sulfur = No"). It means that the word "computer" appears in the document, but "sulfur" does not appear in the document. We use this kind of simple Boolean combination of keyword tests to describe categories. Each combination of keywords is checked by all documents for its appearance in the documents or not. Then, we select the keyword combination that covers most number of documents in a category, but no any other category's documents arc covered. For description of a category, more than one combination may be needed. Since the number of possible keyword combination is a very big number, it is impossible to check each combination with each document. In this paper, we introduce pruning power to reduce the number of possible combinations. In our experiment, the combinations of keywords can be reduced to a reasonable number. The algorithm can be run even on personal computer that has limited memory space.
Concept Description and Interpretation
Similar to other concept learning methods, our concept learning method induces a set of decision rules, one for each category. Each rule is of the form "if <cover> then predict <category>", where <cover> is a Boolean combination of keyword tests as given below:
A selector is the basic test on a keyword. For an instance, kw = yes (no) denotes keyword the kw (dis)appears in all documents of a category. A conjunction of selectors is called a cover (or rule). We say that a rule covers an example if the rule is true €or the document. The rules produced by concept learning algorithms can be viewed as finding optimal subspaces covering only one category's documents and no any other documents are included. We denote this kind of subspace as positive cover through this paper. The training examples in concept learning consist of both positive examples and negative examples. In our approach, the description of categories is found one by one. If we have n categories, we have to learn n times to find each description of all categories. In each time, all documents in the corresponding category are called positive documents whereas other documents are called negative documents.
Our approach
To describe the categories of documents, simplicity of the rules is a very important criterion [9] . That is, the number of rules should be small, and each of the rules must be short. One rule corresponds to one position cover, the categorization of documents becomes to find all positive covers. We enumerate all possible keyword combinations, and calculate the numbers of positive documents and negative documents covered by every keyword combination. Then we delete all the positive documents covered by the biggest positive cover. This process is repeated until no positive document is left. The biggest positive covers of each step are considered as the rules that we want. Now we analyze the keyword combinations. A keyword is a feature of text document. The value of the feature can be divided into two types, continue-value, and discrete value. Continuous value is represented by the number of keywords appeared in a document. Discrete value is either 'Y' or 'N' which represents whether the keyword appears in a document or not. In this paper, we employ the latter to extract keywords for each category.
To avoid the sensitivity of "noise" word, we filter out those words that appear in all documents less than 40 times. Every keyword has 2 To describe a category of text document, more than one positive cover may be needed. Figure 2 shows the algorithm to find the rules to describe a category. The first rule is selected from the biggest positive covers. Then the all the positive documents covered by the rule are deleted. The second rule is selected in the remaining documents. The procedure is repeated until no more positive documents remained. Finally, the disjunction of all rules is the description of a category. The line 3-10 gives all possible combinations of keywords. Each combination is checked against every document to find ont whether the document is covered by the combination or not. In line 5, the numbers of positive and negative documents are calculated in terms of every combination. The function pureCover(cl,. . .,cnc) in line 5 returns the number of positive documents covered by the CI, ..., c~, which does not cover any negative documents. In Figure 1 , pureCover(kwl='Y' f! kwZ='N') = 2 because it only covers two positive documents. But pureCover(kwl='Y') = 0 because the rule "kwl='Y"' covers positive and negative documents. In line I 1, the documents covered by the selected combination are deleted. Notes that the deleted documents must be in category A. From the documents, the next positive cover can be found in the same way. The program stops when all the positive documents are deleted. Finally, every positive document is covered by at least one positive cover. In Figure 3 (B) , it can be seen that the rule of kwl='Y' covers 1 positive document.and 3 negative documents. The rule of kwl = 'N' covers 1 positive document but no negative documents, i.e. the rule of kwl = 'N' is the positive cover in 1-keyword rules. pureCover(kwl='N')=l. Then we extend 1-keyword rules to 2-keyword rules. From the Figure 3 (C), we find 3 rules cover only positive documents and no negative documents are covered. Since pureCover(kwz='Y' fl kw3='N')=2, it becomes the biggest positive cover, which describes the concept of the 5 training documents. However, the enumeration based algorithm is only applicable in small keyword vector space. Most of the web documents involve much larger keyword vector spaces. The possible keyword combination set becomes very big. It costs very much CPU time and space to find biggest positive cover. In the next section, we will explain the mechanism of pruning irrelevant keyword combinations and getting small set of candidates.
Pruning power
Positive cover is represented with a conjunctive literal.
For example, (kwl='Y' n kw2 = "'1% The description of concept can be viewed as a disjunction of positive covers or rules. In the enormous possible combinations, we observed that most of them can be pruned without affecting to find the biggest position cover. For example, in Figure 3 1, cover(R) does not consider whether R covers negative is the best rule among I-keyword rules. This means that documents or not. For example, in Figure 3, we can omit all combinations that cover the number of pureCuver(kwl = 'I") = 0, but cover(kwl='Y') = 1 .
positive documents less than 1, because they can not be a LEMMA 1. The number of positive documents covered by rule R is represented as cover(R). Then we have cover(R) 3 cover(r R), where r is denoted as an arbitrary rule.
Proof if a positive document e E cover(r fl R), then e i s covered by Rand r. So e E cover(r n R3.
better rule than kwl='N'. That is, {kwl='.Y', kwl='N', kw2='N' and kw,='Y'] and their combinations can be pruned. Only two 1-keyword rules (kwz='Y' and kw3='N') and their combinations become the candidates of concept description. We can easily calculate that the candidate (kwt='Y' fl kw3='N') becomes the final answer. In the 2-keyword rules, 11/12 combinations are We calculate all positive covers of 1-keyword Pruned. Below We formally explain the Pruning power in combinations as illustrated in Figure 3 (B) . In all 1-keyword rules, we can get the best cover which covers the most number of positive documents but no negative Our algorithm by using 
Figure 4 pruning power for finding candidates
First, we calculate the covers of n 1-keyword rules: cover(kw,), cover(kw2j, ..., cover(kw,). Then we sort them into a queue on descend. cover(rl1) 1 cover(rl2) 2 . . . Figure 4 (A) . From the queue, we find out a rule that has the biggest positive cover which is denoted as bestCandidute. In Figure 4 (B), bestCundidate is rule kwl='N'. In Figure 4 (A) , rule r ll usually cover more number of positive documents than besfcandidate, Le. covet(r, > pureCover(bestcandidate). It is because r usually covers negative documents. Second, we constitute 2-keyword rules. Since the rule rlI covers the most number of positive documents in 1- keyword rules, it is selected to extend to 2-keyword rules. By combining with each keyword except itself, 2-keyword rules are constituted. At the same time, bestcandidate is updated when a bigger pureCover(R) appeares. Following rI1, the second best candidate 1-keyword rule r12 will be expanded to 2-keyword rules. However, we must confirm whether r12 can be pruned or not. If r12 does not satisfy cover(r12) > pureCover(besrCandidare), r12 is pruned to expend into 2-keyword. The process continues until coveT(rIi) 5 pureCuver(bestCundz~date). If we can not find a rule that covers more positive documents than the rule bestcandidate, the program stops. In most cases, the program will stop before the candidate combinations are expanded to n-keyword.
cover(r,,) as shown in

Reduction of keyword Combinations
The number of keywords is usually very Iarge, but most documents include just a small subset of the keywords. Even introducing the pruning power described in the previous section, the number of keyword combinations is still very large. It is costIy to enumerate all keyword combinations. However, to describe the concept of document category, we only focus on the keywords appeared in the documents. And we do not need to consider the keywords that do not appear in the documents. Half combinations are reduced. The number of keyword combinations becomes C:.,c: , where n is the number of keywords. For an example, the descriptions of concept can be ( kwi='Y' & kwj ='Y').
The algorithm
A positive cover is represented by a rule that consists of 1, 2 ,..., n keywords. Using the pruning power desciibed in the previous section, we propose a method CO find the biggest positive cover. This method makes it possible to find d e s to describe a category with enumeration based algorithm. In our algorithm, the positive covers (or rules) are found step by step until every positive document is covered by at least one rule. Similar to algorithm AQ15 [SI. all positive documents covered by the rule are removed when a rule is found. The process illustrated in Figure 4 is repeated. That is, from the remaining positive and negative documents, the next biggest positive cover can be found. The process will continue until all positive documents are removed. Finally, the remaining ones will contain all negative documents and no positive documents. Every positive document is covered by at least one rule; no negative document is covered by the found rules.
Usually we have more than two categories of documents. To find each concept for all categories, we have to change positive documents to run program. For example, we have three categories documents, A, B and C. To find the concept of category A, we set all documents in category A to positive documents. All documents in category E and C is set M negative documents. Similarly, if we set all documents in B to positive documents and other documents to negative documents, we can find the concept to describe category B.
Experiment
To confirm the utility of concept learning algorithm, we test a set of web documents, which is divided into ten categories. We use keywords to describe the concepts of different categories. To evaluate our approach, we show the pruning power of keyword combinations. Since our program is based on memory, if there are too many combinations to be calculated, our approach loses its practicality. As shown in [SI, the rules produced must satisfy completeness, consistency and simplicity. The first two conditions are essential. The simplicity means that the rules should be short and reflect the characters of the Categories.
Dataset
The dataset has 314 web documents collected from We delete all stop words, such as "a", "an", "on", and change all words into their root, for example 'Xshing" -3 "fish". If a word appears in the documents rarely, we treat it as a noise in the classification of text document. So we delete less frequent words. In the experiment, we delete words that appear in documents below 40 times. Finally, we got 619 keywords as features to represent documents.
Discussion of the experiment
To find a biggest positive cover, we have to create I to n-keyword queues. We call them bins. The size of kkeyword bins is an important criterion of our algorithm. If the size is too big, it will take long CPU time to select the large positive cover, and can not run program based on memory. By introducing pruning power, the size of bin to constitute first rule is shown on the Table 1 . The number of candidates kept in bins is very small. The algorithm can be run based on memory in a usual computer. Table 1 The sizes of all first rules of 10 categories Our concept leaning algorithm extracts keywords that exist in the documents. So in the rules produced by our algorithm, there is no "NOT". From the rules shown in Figure 5 , we can outline easily the characters of the category of documents. For example, the category 0 can be described with two words "bear" and "attack".
Moreover, unlike the rules produced by C4.5 [lo], every rule produced by our algorithm does not cover any negative examples. The numbers of documents covered by rules are shown in the right column. Since the cover may be overlapped, the total number of covered documents of one category i s more than the number of positive examples in this category.
The categories 8 and 9 (snowboarding skiing and winter Canada) are two similar categories. Snowboarding skiing occurs in winter. During winter in Canada, many people play snowboarding and skinning. From the rules produced by our concept learning algorithm, the word "snowboard" appears in every documents of category 8.
While the word "snowfall" exists in every documents of category 9. "inform", "function" or "time" intersect with "snowboard" can describe category 8. Category 6 and category 7 are also similar categories. The conjunction with one or two words can describe the two categories.
Conclusion
Concept learning is a fundamental topic in the field of machine leaming field. Many learning algorithms such as AQ15, ID3 and CN2 have been applied in real datasets. In this paper, we proposed a new robust concept learning algorithm to find rules to represent document categories. The algorithm is based on enumeration of combination of features. To avoid the vast number of keyword combinations, which is usualIy impossible to implement base on memory of usual personal computer, we have introduced pruning power to create k-keyword bins, the size of bins is reduced drastically and the algorithm can be run in normal personal computers. The rules produced by our algorithm are more accurate and interpretable.
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